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The #Focus5 project is all about change

and we work hard to provide our young

people with the scaffolding they need to

build their new futures. Funded by the

European Social Fund and the National

Lottery Community Fund we help young

people take steps back into education,

employment or training. We encourage

development of the '5' key skills identified

by employers as being gateways to

employment. These are communication,

customer service, organisation, problem

solving and teamwork.

 

We have selected 13 key workers that are

all stationed in different areas of Devon

and Somerset. Each one brings a passion

for people development and they come

from a diverse range of distinguished

careers. It is vital we can provide a good

geographical coverage as the #Focus5

project thrives on personal interaction

through face-to-face meetings. Our key

workers are passionate, friendly, reassuring,

and impartial. Their positive energy and

strong communication skills unlock the

potential of our young people. With small

step-planning and by identifying the right

activities to implement, our key workers

will set our young people on their journey. 

Whilst our key workers personalities are key

to the success of the project, so too is their

knowledge.

They have a wealth of information about

other agencies, employers, training

providers and educators, utilising all of

these to help our young people understand

their options and necessary steps they

need to take.

We advocate equal opportunities, and the

project is open to everyone, regardless of

their circumstance or background. We are

able to build in flexible support so that the

individual needs and personal

responsibilities (such as childcare) are

considered. Resultantly, our young people

will improve their ability to access support,

benefit from an increase in their 

self-esteem and learn how to overcome

their barriers.

A dynamic project like #Focu5 needs to

operate on a bedrock of respect. We value

each and every young person we work

with, treating them as individuals. This

means we proceed with ongoing

evaluations of interventions and progress,

amending these to meet the needs of the

individual. We have established a strong

network of partner organisations, who have

been chosen for their ethos, values and

commitments to helping disadvantaged

young people across their region. These

partner organisations assist in the young

person’s tailor-made journey and can

provide additional confidence building and

specialist services.

OUR  ETHOS





Build confidence and self-esteem 

Our young people are assigned to a

#Focus5 key worker who works one-to-one

with them to build confidence, improve

self-esteem and recognise strengths.

Recognise their skills and strengths 

Our key workers are active listeners and

take time to get to know the young person

they are working with. Overtime they will

unearth the young person’s skills and

interests and find ways to present this back

them. Before they get to this point though,

the young person will complete a self-

assessment form, which prompts a

discussion about their short-term and long-

term goals and then an action plan is put

in place. Every six to eight weeks this

process is repeated, and the ongoing self-

assessment will highlight the progression

of the young person’s interests and skills;

allowing room for their interests to change

over time. All of this hard work will

culminate in our young person completing

a new CV, which can often identify skills

they didn’t know they had!

Create a personal plan of activities to
meet the young people’s goals and
aspirations

Together the young person and their key

worker will create a bespoke plan of

activities to meet immediate and long-

term aspirations.

Create a CV 

Apply for post 16 education, training

courses, job vacancies and

apprenticeships

Develop interview skills 

Access work experience

Develop organisation and life skills

Learn about financial independence

Open a bank account

Engage in social skills activities

Travel training

Supporting other personal and social

barriers

Sign posting to other agencies who can

offer relevant support.

Overcome barriers to learning or
employment, taking small steps towards
a brighter future

This can include support and mentoring to;

The benefits of #Focus5

By moving NEET (not in employment,

education and training) status young

people into work we can boost economic

spending and promote a positive

engagement with their community. 

A higher skilled workforce can be more

productive, and society can benefit from

more people contributing with taxes. We

want to leave more young people with the

skills and qualifications they need to enter

employment and therefore reduce the

number of people using benefits and even

NHS services.

With more young people feeling socially

included we can boost their overall well-

being. Our young people will exit #Focus5

with better job prospects, increased

confidence and a more positive outlook on

life.

OUR  GOALS ,  HOW  WE

ACH IEVE  THEM  &  WHY   


